As the hub of the hedge fund industry, the US provides
diverse investment options for investors. American fund
managers can often boast attractive track records and
investment experience, as well as offering funds that are
at the forefront of the asset class. As a result, 29% of all
European hedge fund investors on the Preqin database
state US-based hedge funds as a preference. With these
investors invested in, on average, three US-based hedge
fund managers, Europe is a vital source of capital for US
hedge fund managers, and it is essential for US funds to
market their vehicles to these regions if they are to grow
in size and increase their global presence.
Countries in which investors are newer to the asset
class or have less choice from domestic offerings, such
as Portugal and Norway, proportionally invest more in
US hedge funds, where they have a larger choice with
regards to strategies and can create a more diversified
hedge fund portfolio. It also gives them the opportunity
to invest in more established hedge fund managers
with track records proven both before and after the
market crisis. Fewer investors in countries such as the
UK and Switzerland have a preference for US-based
hedge funds because these investors are able to take
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advantage of the well-developed hedge fund industries
in their domestic region and therefore have less need
to look to managers in other countries such as the US.
However, there is a large number of hedge fund investors
in these two countries, and together they represent 61%
of all European investors with a preference for US-based
managers. They are therefore an important source of
capital for US hedge fund managers.
By investing in US hedge funds, European investors have
the potential to invest in a range of different strategies
and are able to build hedge fund portfolios which are
diversified not only by style, but also by region. As shown
in Fig. 4, European investors investing in US hedge
funds will consider a range of investment strategies, and
the US offers much greater choice in terms of hedge
fund styles to choose from. US long/short equity funds
are particularly popular with European investors, with
more than half of all investors looking for these funds,
surpassing even funds of funds as the most popular
choice of US hedge fund for the European investor.
Europe is an important source of capital for US hedge
fund managers. By broadening marketing efforts to cover
Europe, American managers will be able to tap into this
market and pick up valuable mandates.
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Welcome to the February 2010 edition of Hedge Fund Investor Spotlight, the monthly newsletter from Preqin providing insights into
institutional investors in hedge funds. This month Hedge Fund Investor Spotlight contains information from our industry-leading online
product, Hedge Investor Pro¿les, and the 2010 Preqin Global Hedge Fund Investor Review.
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Hedge Investor Spotlight is Preqin’s
free monthly newsletter, containing
exclusive research and analysis from our
industry-leading publications and online
databases.
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This month’s Feature Article investigates the results of
our survey of institutional investors and fund of funds
managers, conducted to gauge the scale of interest in
managed accounts.
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Distressed Securities
This month’s Investors in Focus looks at investors in
distressed securities, examining their regional and strategic
hedge fund preferences.
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A look at the upcoming events in the hedge fund world.
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This month’s Investor News identi¿es some of the most
important new developments in the institutional investor
universe. Full pro¿les for all institutions featured in Investor
News can be viewed on our online service, Preqin Hedge
Investor Pro¿les.
Featured this month:
•

Investec Asset Management

•

Trafalgar House Pension Trust

•

APK-Pensionskasse
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European Investors Investing in US Hedge Funds
Each month Strategy in Focus examines a particular
hedge fund strategy, using data from Preqin’s Hedge
Investor Pro¿les service. This month we examine European
investors investing in US hedge funds.
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Preqin Hedge provides the most comprehensive institutional
investor information to hedge fund industry professionals available
today. Whether you are a fund manager, third-party marketer, prime
broker, consultant or advisor, Preqin Hedge is a vital information
service for you. Our unique products include information on:
> Institutional Investors
> Funds of Hedge Funds
> Advisors

Available as:
> Hard Copy Publications
> Online Database Services
> Consultancy and Research Support
> Tailored Data Downloads
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